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Abstract- -Repl icat ion is a key technology of distributed storage systems. In this paper, an in- 
direct replication algorithm is proposed following the intrinsic characteristic of distributed storage 
systems and the peer-to-peer model. In the indirect replication algorithm, the data object is parti- 
tioned into several data blocks. These data blocks are encoded in order that there is data redundancy 
between data blocks. Comparing with the traditional replication algorithm, the indirect replication 
algorithm has less granularity of replication, less bandwidth and storage costs, and provides higher 
availability, durability, and security. The performance evaluation shows that the encoding and de- 
coding times are proportional to the data size, and that the irregular cascade bipartite graphs are 
of great advantage in improving the success ratio of data recovery. Finally, if the number of data 
blocks used to recover the data object is larger than a certain value, the success ratio of data recovery 
approaches 100%. © 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords--Distr ibuted storage system, Replication, Data availability, Code, Performance val- 
uation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
With the explosive growth of network bandwidth, computing power, and storage capacity, aggre- 
gating the geographically distributed heterogeneous storage resources to form a virtual storage 
space and to provide secure efficient data storage service becomes a challenging research topic. 
The hierarchical model and the peer-to-peer model can be used to build distributed storage 
systems. In the hierarchical model, layers of control and abstraction to stitch together distributed 
and disparate storage providers into a single virtual entity axe used. In the peer-to-peer model, 
many peers work together in a symmetrical way to provide storage services; clients need not in- 
stall any new software to consume basic storage services. The distributive, autonomy, dynamic, 
scalabi]ity, and flexibility of the peer-to-peer model can be utilized to improve the efficiency of dis- 
tr ibuted heterogeneous storage resources. Therefore, many research projects [1-7] on distributed 
storage systems are based on the peer-to-peer model, such as [1-4]. 
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Many distributed storage systems utilize the traditional replication technology to achieve the 
high availability and durability of distributed storage systems [4,5,8-10]. In the traditional repli- 
cation technology, the replica size is equal to the size of data object. In order to guarantee the 
availability and durability, the number of replicas needs to be increased while the system size 
increased. However, to some extent, more replicas need larger network bandwidth and storage 
capacity, especially for large data objects. On the other hand, the increasing number of replicas 
also influences data security. Therefore, the traditional replication technology is not adequate for 
data management in distributed storage systems. 
This paper addresses the above problems and is organized as below. After a brief introduction 
in Section 1, Section 2 describes the indirect replication algorithm. Section 3 presents the results 
of performance evaluation. Section 4 provides a summary of our research work. 
2. THE INDIRECT REPL ICAT ION ALGORITHM 
In the indirect replication algorithm, the data object D is partitioned into m data blocks, each 
of which is of size b. The m data blocks are encoded into n data blocks of size b by Tornado 
code [11,12]. Such encoding leads to the definition of code rate defined as er = m/n .  The n 
encoded ata blocks are distributed amongst several storage nodes. Suppose some read requests 
about the data object D are received and assume any r (r > m) data blocks of the n encoded 
data blocks will be able to recover the data object D. The Tornado code is a systematic ode 
such that the first m data blocks of the n encoded ata blocks are the same as the m data blocks 
of the data object D, which are known as information blocks, and the remaining n - m data 
blocks of the n encoded ata blocks are known as check blocks. 
The key components of the indirect algorithm are encoding and decoding, which are described 
separately below. 
The bipartite graph B is used to encode the data blocks dl, d2,... ,din giving (1 ÷ ~3)m data 
blocks, which include m information blocks and j3m check blocks. In the bipartite graph B, 
the mapping between information blocks and check blocks is defined, and hence, each check 
block can be derived from the "exclusive or" logical operation of its neighboring information 
blocks (Figure 2a). Therefore, the cost of encoding is proportional to the number of edges in 
the bipartite graph B. For a given check block, if one of its neighboring information blocks is 
missing, then the missing information block can be found by "exclusive or" computation of the 
check block and the existing neighbor information blocks (Figure 2b). 
data partition 
m 
encode 
decode 
m 
recover 
Figure 1. The indirect replication algorithm. 
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Figure 3. The cascade bipartite graphs. 
It is clear that the missing information blocks can be found by all check blocks and some other 
information blocks, in which case the data object D can be recovered. However, if some check 
blocks are missing the data object D might not be recovered. The use of cascade bipartite graphs 
for encoding the data blocks may overcome the problem and is described below. 
The cascade bipartite graph as depicted in Figure 3 consists of several bipartite graphs Bo, B1, 
. . . ,  Bk, Bk+l. In order to recover the data object D with high probability, Bk and Bk+l have 
the same left nodes, i.e., the same information blocks are encoded into two different sets of 
check blocks. The m information blocks of the data object D can be encoded into ~m (~ < 1) 
check blocks, forming the information blocks of B1, by using the bipartite graph B0. The/3m 
information blocks can be encoded into ~2rn check blocks, forming the information blocks of B2, 
by using the bipartite graph B1. In general flkm information blocks can be encoded into flk+lm 
check blocks, forming the information blocks of Bk+l, by using the bipartite graph Bk. Therefore 
• v "k+l j3im+j3k+lm. the number of check blocks produced by the code C(Bo, B1,.. , Bk, Bk+l) is z-.,i=l 
In general, a decoding process begins at the last level of the bipartite graph. First, the bipartite 
graphs Bk and Bk+l are used to decode information blocks and they are also the check blocks 
of Bk-1. Second, the check blocks of Bk-2, . . . ,B1,B0 are decoded successively. Last, the 
information blocks of B0 are decoded, and thus the data object D is recovered. Of course, if all 
check blocks of B~ (k > i _> 0) exist, the decoding can begin at B~. 
If the number of levels of a cascade bipartite graph is large, the probability of a successful 
decoding is higher, and the computational nd storage costs are also higher. From experience a 
three-level cascade bipartite graph is sufficient for the purpose. 
The computational costs of encoding and decoding are proportional to the number of edges 
in bipartite graphs, and this results in the computational complexity of the indirect replication 
algorithm to be O(mb). 
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3. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
In this section, the performance of the indirect replication algorithm is analyzed. First, the 
indirect replication algorithm is compared with the traditional replication algorithms. Second, 
the influence of data size on the efficiency of indirect replication algorithm is analyzed. Third, 
the relation between the structure of cascade bipartite graphs and the performance of indirect 
replication algorithm is studied. Last, the relation between the number of data blocks used to 
recover the data object and the performance of indirect replication algorithm is studied. 
As described in Section 2 the data object D is partitioned into m data blocks, which are 
encoded into n encoded data blocks. It is assumed that any r(= (1 + ~)m) blocks of the n 
encoded ata blocks can be used to decode and retrieve m data blocks of D. The analysis below 
is based on such encoding and decoding assumptions. 
3.1. A Compar i son  between the Ind i rect  Repl icat ion A lgor i thm 
and Trad i t iona l  Repl icat ion A lgor i thms 
The comparison between the indirect replication algorithm and traditional replication algo- 
rithms involves data availability, storage cost, bandwidth cost, and I /O cost. 
Data  avai labi l i ty 
In the indirect replication algorithm, the data object D is encoded into n encoded ata blocks; 
any r encoded ata blocks can be used to decode and retrieve D. There are N nodes in the dis- 
tributed storage system, M nodes of which are unavailable. In the indirect replication algorithm, 
the availability of data object D may be expressed as 
(:) 
For example, adistributed storage system has 10000 nodes, of which 1000 nodes are unavailable. 
The data availability of D is 0.99 and 0.999 when there are two and three replicas, respectively, 
of the data object D when traditional replication algorithms are used. On the other hand, if 
the data object D is partitioned into 20 data blocks, which are encoded into 40 data blocks, and 
any 21 ((1 + 0.05) * 20 = 21) of these data blocks can be decoded into 20 data blocks of D, then 
the availability of D is 0.999999999 when the indirect replication algorithm is used. As another 
example for the indirect replication algorithm, if 20 data blocks are encoded into 60 data blocks, 
and any 21 ((1 + 0.05) * 20 = 21) of these data blocks can be decoded into 20 data blocks of D, 
then the availability of D is (1 * 10-2s). It is observed that the indirect replication algorithm 
achieves higher data availability than the traditional replication algorithms with the same storage 
and bandwidth costs. 
Storage cost 
In traditional replication algorithms, the storage cost of a data object D is calculated as 
ST = RD, where R is the number of replicas. In the indirect replication algorithm the storage 
cost of a data object D is calculated as  SDp= D/e~, where e~ is the code rate. Therefore the 
ratio ST~SOp is obtained as Re~. 
According to the analysis of data availability, if a traditional replication algorithm gains the 
same availability as the indirect replication algorithm, one has R :> 1/e~, and hence ST/SOp > 1. 
In other words the storage cost of a traditional replication algorithm is larger than that of the 
indirect replication algorithm. 
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Bandwidth  cos t  
The bandwidth costs of a replication algorithm include the bandwidth costs of read access and 
write access. 
In traditional replication algorithms, the bandwidth cost of read access is the size of the data 
object D, i.e., Wtr = D. In the indirect replication algorithm, the bandwidth cost of read access 
is the size of data blocks used to recover the data object D, i.e., Wop~ = (r/m)D. It can be easily 
deduced that Wtr /WDp r ~- D/((r /m)D) = re~r, where r > m, which leads to Wtr/WDPr < 1. 
In other words the bandwidth cost of read access of the traditional replication algorithms is less 
than that of the indirect replication algorithm. 
On the other hand, the bandwidth cost of write access is Wt~o = RD, where R is the num- 
ber of replicas. In the indirect replication algorithm, the bandwidth cost of write access is 
WDp w = D/e~, where er is the code rate. Therefore one can deduce the ratio Wtw/WDp w ~--- 
Re~. According to the analysis of data availability, if a traditional replication algorithm gains 
the same availability as the indirect replication algorithm, R should be larger than 1/e~, i.e., 
Wtw/WDp w > 1. In other words the bandwidth cost of write access of a traditional replication 
algorithm is larger than that of the indirect replication algorithm. 
I /0  cost 
The I /O costs of a replication algorithm include the I /O costs of read access and write access. 
In this section, the frequency of track seeking is also analyzed. 
In traditional replication algorithms, the frequency of track seeking of read access is the number 
of disk blocks occupied by the data object D, i.e., Dtr = D/db, where db is the size of disk block. 
In the indirect replication algorithm, the frequency of track seeking of read access is the number 
of disk blocks occupied by r encoded data blocks which are used to recover the data object D, 
i.e., DDpr = (r/m)(D/db), which may be simplified as Dt~/DD.o~ -~ re~r, where r > m, and 
hence leading to Dt~/Dop~ < 1. In other words the I /O cost of read access of a traditional 
replication algorithm is less than that of the indirect replication algorithm. 
In traditional replication algorithms, the frequency of track seeking of write access is Dt~ = 
R(D/db), where R is the number of replicas. For the indirect replication algorithm the frequency 
of track seeking of write access is DDp~ = (n/m)(D/db), which leads to Dtw/DDpw = Rer. 
According to the analysis of data availability, if a traditional replication algorithm gains the same 
availability as the indirect replication algorithm, one has R > 1/e~, and hence D,o/Dop~o > 1. 
In other words the I /O cost of write access of a traditional replication algorithm is larger than 
that of the indirect replication algorithm. 
3.2. Inf luence of Data  Size on the Efficiency of the Ind i rect  Rep l icat ion  A lgor i thm 
Following Section 2, fl is set to 0.05 in the experiments in order to provide an analysis in this 
section. The indirect replication algorithm is implemented in C and the experimental environment 
is a Pentium 4 1.5 GHz microcomputer with 256 MBytes of RAM. The size of each data block is 
set to 1 KB and the code rate is set to 0.5. By varying the data size the corresponding encoding 
and decoding times are observed and listed in Table 1. 
The computational complexity of the indirect replication algorithm is O (mb) and the test result 
is consistent with the theoretical analysis. 
3.3. Re lat ion between the S t ructure  of Cascade B ipar t i te  Graphs  
and the Per fo rmance  of the Ind i rect  Repl icat ion A lgor i thm 
For the encoding and decoding as described in Section 2 the success ratio of the indirect 
replication algorithm should be 100% ideally. However in practical situations the success ratio 
relates to the structure of the cascade bipartite graph, such as the number of levels, the number 
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Table 1. Effects of data size in the indirect replication algorithm. 
Data Size (B) Encoding Time (s) Decoding Time (s) 
250K 0.005 0.004 
500K 0.011 0.007 
1M 0.023 0.013 
2M 0.049 0.021 
4M 0.116 0.037 
8M 0.253 0.082 
~ 000 
[~e B° : nl : /o [  ~ 
: • .lOOO 
Q  ooo 
4000 
8000 
Figure 4. The three-level cascade bipartite graph. 
of check blocks in each level, and/or the degree of each data block (number of edges attached to 
a data block). If the number of levels and the number of data blocks in each level are larger, the 
success ratio is also larger, but the computational nd storage costs in this case are increased. 
In general, the three-level cascade bipartite graph is sufficient, and the number of information 
blocks is decided by the data size and data block size, and the number of the check blocks in each 
level is decided according to the number of information blocks. If the degree of the data block 
is larger, then the number of neighbor data blocks is larger. Therefore, if the data block exists, 
there are more data blocks that can be recovered by it; if the data block does not exist, there are 
more other data blocks that can be used to recover it. 
A detailed analysis of the relation between the data block degree and the performance of 
indirect replication algorithm is given in detail here. In the experiment, /3 is set to 0.05, the 
size of data object is set to 8 MB, and the size of each data block is set to 1 KB. The three-level 
cascade bipartite graph, as depicted in Figure 4, is used to encode the data object, the number 
of information blocks in Bo is 8000, the number of check blocks in B0 is 4000, and the number 
of check blocks in B1, B2, and B3 are 2000, 1000, and 1000, respectively. At each level of the 
cascade bipartite graph, the sum of the degrees of the information blocks is equal to that of the 
degrees of the check blocks. 
Regular  cascade bipart i te graphs 
In the regular cascade bipartite graphs, the degrees of data blocks are the same. In the 
experiment, he degrees of information blocks in all three levels of the cascade bipartite graph 
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The relation between ~ and the performance of the indirect replication 
are set to the same value. For some cascade bipart ite graphs, the success ratio of data  recovery 
depends on the data blocks selected. Therefore, for each value of information block degree, the 
data object is recovered 1000 times with different data blocks during each recovering process, 
and the success ratio is computed. 
In Figure 5, while the information block degree is set to a small value, the success ratio of 
data  recovery is increased as the information block degree increases; while the information block 
degree is set to four, the success ratio of data recovery is the largest; while the information block 
degree is set to larger value, the success ratio of data  recovery is decreased as the information 
block degree increases. Therefore, the value of information block degree is crucial for the regular 
cascade bipart i te graphs. 
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graphs, graphs. 
I rregular cascade bipart i te graphs 
In the irregular cascade bipart i te graphs, the data block degrees are different. In the experi- 
ment, the data block degrees of three-level cascade bipart i te graph are of Poisson distribution, 
and the mean value of the degrees of information block is set to the same value. For each value 
of the mean, the data object is recovered 1000 times with different data blocks selected for each 
recovering process, and the success ratio is computed. 
In Figure 6, the success ratio of the data recovery is increased as the mean degree of informa- 
tion blocks increases. Therefore, for irregular cascade bipart i te graphs, the larger the degree of 
information blocks the larger the success ratio of data recovery. 
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3.4. Re la t ion  between the  Number  of  Data  B locks Used  to Recover  Data  Ob jec t  
and  the  Per fo rmance  of Ind i rec t  Rep l i ca t ion  A lgor i thm 
Figure 7 shows the relation between/3 and the performance ofthe indirect replication algorithm. 
In the experiment, the number of data blocks of the three-level cascade bipartite graph (Figure 4) 
is of Poisson distribution, and the mean number of information blocks is set to six. 
The success ratio of the data recovery increases as 13 increases. Whi le/3 is set to 0.048, the 
success ratio of data recovery is greater than 90%. It is therefore postulated that larger values 
of fl give larger success ratio of the data recovery. 
4. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposes an indirect replication algorithm and compares it with traditional repli- 
cation algorithms. It is suggested that the indirect replication algorithm has less bandwidth and 
storage costs, and can provide higher availability, durability, and security. The results of perfor- 
mance evaluation show that the encoding time and decoding time is proportional to the size of 
the data object, and that the irregular cascade bipartite graph is of great advantage in improving 
the success ratio of data recovery. In general, when the number of data blocks used to recover a 
data object is larger than a certain value, the success ratio of data recovery approaches 100%. 
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